
Number Description

A1982.753 Metal blinker plates

T1492 Earthenware bottle 

T1531 Archaeology find 

T1546 Archaeology find 

T1704 Archaeology find 

T1703 Archaeology find 

T1717 Archaeology find 

T1540 Archaeology find 

T1647 Archaeology find 

T1770 Archaeology find 



T1772 Archaeology find 

T1533 Archaeology find 

T1537 Archaeology find 

T1548 Archaeology find 

T1550 Archaeology find 

T1547 Archaeology find 

T1702 Archaeology find 

T1552 Archaeology find 

A1984.296 Mayors chair

A0.8 Wine bottle



T1560
Wooden box, 'Valencia 

Raisin'

T1656 Archaeology find 

A1994.1 P 3(?) Archaeology find 

A1994.1 P Archaeology find 

T1554 Archaeology find 

T1539 Archaeology find 

T1536 Archaeology find 

T1535 Archaeology find 

T1559 Archaeology find 

No number Archaeology find 



T1549 Archaeology find 

T1542 Archaeology find 

T1530 Archaeology find 

T1555 Archaeology find 

T1543 Archaeology find 

1528 Archaeology find 

No number Archaeology find 

T1544 Archaeology find 

T1485 Archaeology find 

T1737 Archaeology find 



T1766 Archaeology find 

T1774 Archaeology find 

T1769 Archaeology find 

T1771 Archaeology find 

T1768 Archaeology find 

T1659 Archaeology find 

T1667 Archaeology find 

T1722 Archaeology find 

T1724 Archaeology find 

T1651 Archaeology find 



T1652 Archaeology find 

T545 Archaeology find 

T1649 Archaeology find 

A1994.1 Archaeology find 

T1557 Archaeology find 

T1538 Archaeology find 

T1732 Archaeology find 

A1979.402 Trivet, circular base

A1979.428 Glass bottle 

A1985.44 Glass bottle 

A1979.479 Glass bottle 



A1978.620 Glass bottle 

A1982.709 Chisel 

A1982.699 Bit

No number Frame

Frame of M1243 Frame 

Frame of M1242 Frame

No number Frame

No number Frame

T1699.2 Clear jar

T1699.1 Green Jar

A1979.517 Bottle

A1993.35 Doll, Spanish, bullfighter

A1993.51 Doll, unknown country

A1993.50 Doll, unknown country

A1993.49 Doll, unknown country

A1982.653 Hinge



A1982.366 Glass bottle

A1982.468 Green glass jar 

A1971.7 Double-sided egg cup

A1980.83 Sample bag

A1993.36 Doll, Spanish, bullfighter 

A1993.37
Doll, flamenco dancer with 

hat

A1993.46 Doll, African costume

A1993.48
Doll, possibly German 

costume 

A1993.43 Doll, Dutch costume

A1993.44 Doll, Dutch costume

A1993.45 Doll, German costume

A1993.42 Doll, Greek costume

A1993.47
Doll, possibly Greek 

costume

A1993.41 Doll, Israeli costume

A1993.40 Doll, Scottish costume

A1993.38 Doll, Swiss national costume

A1982.375 Glass jar

A1972.15 Rummer 

A1993.54.2 Stand

A1993.52 2 sets of castanets

A1990.17.a & b

Queen Elizabeth II's 

coronation souvenir, cup 

and saucer

T1699.5 Lumpfish roe jar

A1982.593 Tripod iron cooking pot



T1699.3 Coffee jar

T1699.4 Relish jar

A1982.461b
Hexagonal Green glass 

bottle

A1982.692 Garden fork

A1976.23.1 Quoit

A0.502.2 Draw knife

A0.103.1-4 Cups

A1982.628 3-sided iron spanner

A1976.36 Curd grinder

A1988.164 Leclanché Battery  

A0.667 Workman's lamp "KGCE"

T1746 Curd breaker

A1981.269 Tile polish

No number Sign 

No number Sign



A1990.31 a Pub sign

T1672 2 plates

T1671 Brown glazed pot

A1982.704 Bit

A1982.703 Bit with a chain

A1982.738 Archaeology find 

A1977.80.e Fragment of a bottle

T1748 Curd breaker

T1668
Archaeology find 

Abergavenny

A1993.39
Doll, Welsh national 

costume

A1980.120 Biscuit tin

A1966.22
Model of a Canadian train 

engine

A1993.27 Copper funnel



T1932 (piano) Harmonium and stool

A0.258.0 Nut cracker in shape of dog

T1935 Large wooden wheel 

T1917 Gas heater

A0.4884 Straps of harness

A0.4885 Straps of harness

A0.910 Bowl 

A0.513 Iron pincers

A0.7107.3 Round dish

A0.7107.4 Round dish

A0.621 Potato Ricer

A0.463 Metal food chopper

A0.4890 Photograph frame

T224 Juice extractor

A0.602 Egg slicer

A0.442 Brace with brass fittings

A0.462 Fire tongs



A1983.919 / 

A1983.919.1

Vibro-Electra massage unit 

with box

A0.502.1 Curved draw-knife

No number Writing desk top

T1754 Walking stick 

A1982.775 Cloth halter

A1982.754 Tin of leather polish

A0.101 Pepper pot

T2563 Pot cupboard

A0.461 Fire tongs

T1513 Stone mortar

A0.642 Carafe

T1698 Blue Glass jar

T2564 Round table

T171
Neatsfoot Compound screw 

top tin



A1979.276 Polivit

T1521 Bits of iron and tools

T254 3 wooden farm animals

A1983.1182 Wooden trinket box 

T83 Floriate cross hook

T1696 Glass Bottle 

T1694 Earthenware pot

No number Display basket

T1697 Glass jar 

A2005.167 Remington lady shaver 

A1983.32 Metal tool

T179 Brace with handle

T167 Enamel mug

T159 Fork with wooden handle

T221 Metal tweezers

T158 Small glass dish

T157 Basket

T924
Jigsaw puzzle 'Irish Channel 

Steamers'

T926
Jigsaw puzzle 'My Lady's 

Garden'

T923
Jigsaw puzzle 'Scenes from 

the Commonwealth'

T925
Jigsaw puzzle 'Sir Malcolm 

Campbell's Blue Bird'

T922
Jigsaw puzzle 'South 

America Continent'

A0.4824 Chemist's equipment, glass

No number Book press

T1613 box with glass lid

T1611 Ceiling rose

T1674 Glass bell shaped cover

T1641 Tool

T1741 Wooden rod

T1609 Cast iron object



T156 Kettle

T1669 Saw 

T1784 Saw

No number Display box

T1618 Folding table

A2005.152 Tea pot stand

T253 Wax doll fragments

T1496 Tin

T1913 Two stands

T1529 Archaeology find 

A1982.735
Rectangular piece of 

sandstone

A1987.115 Palethorpes sausage box

A1964.93 Jack

A1966.39 Knife 

A1966.38 Large spanner

A2012.02 Portable sewing machine

A1980.246 Scottish soldier doll

A1981.342.a & b 2 decorated plates

T59 Archaeology find 



A1980.179 Top from churn

Part of A1959.1 Piece of wood

T1522
cart or trolley, wooden, 

small, hand pulled

C658-0 / C580-0 Cider press 

A1982.701 Bit with rubber mouth piece

A1982.698 Saddle Tree

T1498 Harness

A1982.697 Saddle Tree

unnumbered 

Rogiet sign
sign "Rogiet" 

T1662 Archaeology find 

T1723 Archaeology find 



T1735 Archaeology find 

T1721 Archaeology find 

T1793 Archaeology find 

A1985.127.a-b Archaeology find 

T1553 Archaeology find 



Information Reason

Group of metal blinkers plates to go inside horse blinkers or blinders. 

Possible local donorship, inconclusive

A sample of three of each size 

have been kept, along with 

some papers that were 

bundled with them. 

Unnecessary to keep entire 

collection given our large 

amount of saddlery items.

Find is from Flannel street, but does not have any provenance. Once had a 

handle. 17th-19th c. earthenware bottle.

Archaeology object with no 

clear context. 

AOS (Orchard site) 1972-73 Daub 058-536 

Material is in poor condition, 

and is not usable for research 

purposes. No display or 

engagement potential

MILL ST. AOS (Orchard Site) 1972-73 AOS 73 CHARCOAL

Material is in poor condition, 

and is not usable for research 

purposes. No display or 

engagement potential

MILL ST. AOS (Orchard Site) 1972-73 SLAG

Material is in poor condition, 

and is not usable for research 

purposes. No display or 

engagement potential

MILL ST. AOS (Orchard Site) 1972-73 SLAG 

Material is in poor condition, 

and is not usable for research 

purposes. No display or 

engagement potential

Abergavenny Excavation 1962-69 Soil Samples 

Material is in poor condition, 

and is not usable for research 

purposes. No display or 

engagement potential

AOS / Orchard site 1972  Roof tiles and Slag

Material is in poor condition, 

and is not usable for research 

purposes. No display or 

engagement potential

Ewers Garden Minerals , EG site  - Slag

Material is in poor condition, 

and is not usable for research 

purposes. No display or 

engagement potential

Flannel St. (1962-1969) SLAG Level: H 

Material is in poor condition, 

and is not usable for research 

purposes. No display or 

engagement potential



Flannel street (1962-1969) Slag O38 (2 bags) 

Material is in poor condition, 

and is not usable for research 

purposes. No display or 

engagement potential

MILL ST. AOS (Orchard Site) 1972 Slag, coal and coke. 

Material is in poor condition, 

and is not usable for research 

purposes. No display or 

engagement potential

MILL ST. AOS (Orchard Site) 1972-73 SLAG

Material is in poor condition, 

and is not usable for research 

purposes. No display or 

engagement potential

MILL ST. AOS (Orchard Site) 1972-73 SLAG

Material is in poor condition, 

and is not usable for research 

purposes. No display or 

engagement potential

MILL ST. Orchard Site  AOS (Orchard Site) 1972-73 SLAG 065 

Material is in poor condition, 

and is not usable for research 

purposes. No display or 

engagement potential

MILL ST. Orchard Site  SLAG 065 

Material is in poor condition, 

and is not usable for research 

purposes. No display or 

engagement potential

MILL ST. Orchard Site  SLAG 065 

Material is in poor condition, 

and is not usable for research 

purposes. No display or 

engagement potential

MILL ST. Site Unknown SLAG

Material is in poor condition, 

and is not usable for research 

purposes. No display or 

engagement potential

Small mayoral chair, donated by Monmouth District Council

Better example of a mayoral 

chair in collection, with higher 

display and engagement 

potential

Green glass bottle, damaged, lost neck, stamped with 'Charles Edwards 

Brewery Ltd. Llanfoist'. No donor information.

Better examples of identical or 

similar bottles from this 

brewery have been retained.



Part of Basil Jones' shop collection

Better examples of similar 

items from this collection have 

been retained.

Box with pottery fragments, Abergavenny excavations 1962-69, Flannel 

Street. Pots are partially reconstructed. 

Bulk finds, not published. It 

isn't suitable for research 

purposes, but could have uses 

for education, as we have 

some information about it.

19 Cross street Amphora 

Bulk finds. The material 

comprises unidentified body 

sherds, rendering them 

unusable for future 

investigation. 

19 Cross street Grayware fragments A1994.1 P/T1648

Bulk finds. The material 

comprises unidentified body 

sherds, rendering them 

unusable for future 

investigation. 

AOS (Orchard Site) 1972-73 Roman tiles 400 400A 412 420  

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

AOS (Orchard site) 1972-73 Tile - stone AOS 73 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

AOS (Orchard site) 1972-73. Tile - stone / ceramic. AOS 73. Roman / Post 

Med 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

AOS / Orchard Site 1972-1973 Pottery - Body Sherds 001 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

AOS / Orchard Site 1972-1973 Pottery - Body Sherds 001 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

AOS / Orchard Site 1972-1973 Pottery - Body Sherds 002 002x 002a 004 

004A 004B

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 



AOS 72 Orchard site tiles - stones 058 X 058A 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

AOS 72 Roof tiles stone  and ceramics 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

AOS 73 Tile stone and ceramic 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

AOS Orchard site mortar 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

AOS Orchard site. Bulk tiles. Finds from Abergavenny Orchard Site 

excavations 1972-73, tiles - stone, ceramic.

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

AOS stone tiles 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

AOS/ Orchard Site 1972-1973 AOS 72 Brick/ mortar 073-228

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

AOS/Orchard site 1972 AOS 72/012A Body Sherds 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

AOS72 Roof tiles 004 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

Archaeological finds, Abergavenny excavation 1962-69, Neville street 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 



Flannel street (1962-1969) pottery Levels: A, B, C 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

Flannel street (1962-1969) pottery Levels: E, F, H. 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

Flannel street 1962-69 pottery  

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

Flannel Street 1962-69, Clay pipe Stems 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

Flannel street mix context pottery bone shell 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

Flannel street pottery 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

Flannel street Pottery fragments 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

Flannel street pottery fragments 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

Flannel Street Pottery fragments 1962-9. 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

Flannel street unpublished bulk pottery 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 



Flannel street Unpublished bulk pottery 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

Mill Street AOS Sherds AOS (Orchard site) 1972-73. Body Sherds and Pottery 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

Pottery Abergavenny excavation 1962-69 Flannel street excavations 1962-

69 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

Redware fragments A1994.1/T1694

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

T1557 AOS / Orchard Site 1972 Pottery - Body Sherds 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

Tile ceramic roof. AOS 73 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

Unstratified material, location of excavation unknown (Possibly Flannel St.) 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for 

future investigation. 

Trivet, iron. Two tiers, the top comprising two circles, with another 

underneath.

Donated by a local, low 

engagement or display 

potential. Multiple similar 

objects in collection.

Bottle: "Facey & Sons" wholesale bottlers Abergavenny. Local donor
Duplicate - identical items in 

better condition in collection

Donated by the Torfaen Museum Trust. Facey & Sons" wholesale bottlers 

Abergavenny. Bottle made by Price of Bristol. Chip in neck

Duplicate - identical items in 

better condition in collection

Mineral water bottle with marble and rubber inside. Bottle made by 

Powell's of Bristol, labelled 'David Scott Abergavenny'. Large chip in rim. 

Donated by local shop.

Duplicate - identical items in 

better condition in collection



Broken bottle, labelled 'David Scott Mineral Water Works Abergavenny'. 

Donated by local

Duplicate - identical or very 

similar item in better condition 

in collection

Chisel, no handle, from local wheelwright.

Duplicate - identical or very 

similar items from same donor 

in better condition in 

collection.

Saddlery item, possibly from Williams and Sons Saddlers. 

Duplicate - we have similar 

items already in our large 

saddlery collection.

No information on donor or origin. In bad condition. 
Generic frame in poor 

condition

Shallow gold frame with glazing. The frame is missing some of its 

decorations. Frame that previously held M1243: Photograph of Motor Rally 

at the Hendre. Local donor

Generic frame, photograph 

now stored separately. 

Condition poor, decision made 

not to reunite frame with 

picture.

Shallow gold frame with no glazing. The frame is missing some of its 

decorations. Has a label J. Howard Preston - 'art photographer' from Wye 

Valley Studio Monmouth. Frame that previously held M1242: Photograph of 

Prince of Wales at Hendre. CS Rolls at wheel of car. Local donor

Generic frame, photograph 

now stored separately. 

Condition poor, decision made 

not to reunite frame with 

picture.

Frame that previously held M1241 (Monmouth collection) in poor 

condition. The frame is missing some of its decorations.

Generic frame. Condition poor, 

decision made not to reunite 

frame with picture

Frame that previously held F27 (Nelson collection). Frame does not 

correspond to painting in style. 

Generic frame. Decision made 

not to reunite frame with 

picture

Clear bottle marked "ES & Co registered" from Basil Jones donation.

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story of 

shop. Duplicate in the 

collection

Green glass jar with pattern, marked "ES & Co registered" from Basil Jones 

donation.

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story of 

shop. Duplicate in the 

collection

Bottle marked 'Boots Cash Chemist' donated by a local.
Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Doll have a  in pink suit. Generic representation of a bullfighter. Donated by 

a local. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Doll have a pink dress, with a black and gold apron. Generic representation 

of an unknown traditional costume. Donated by a local. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Doll have a striped skirt, basket. Generic representation of an unknown 

traditional costume. Donated by a local. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Doll have a white and skirt, blue waistcoat. Generic representation of an 

unknown traditional costume. Donated by a local. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Donated by a local. No information about where it came from. Poor 

condition. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.



Donated by the Parks Department, Monmouthshire District Council.
Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Donated by the Parks Department, Monmouthshire District Council.
Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Egg cup with two holders, design to be use for either duck  or hen eggs. 

Turned middle section. Donated by a local. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Free sample bag of Batchelors Dried Onions, donated by a local.
Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Generic representation of a bullfighter. Donated by a local. 
Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Generic representation of a flamenco dancer. Donated by a local. 
Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Generic representation of an unknown African costume. Donated by a local. 
Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Generic representation of possibly a German traditional costume. Donated 

by a local. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Generic representation of the Dutch traditional costume. Donated by a 

local. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Generic representation of the Dutch traditional costume. Donated by a 

local. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Generic representation of the German traditional costume. Donated by a 

local. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Generic representation of the Greek traditional costume. Donated by a 

local. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Generic representation of the Greek traditional costume. Donated by a 

local. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Generic representation of the Israeli traditional costume. Donated by a 

local. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Generic representation of the Scottish traditional costume. Donated by a 

local. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Generic representation of the Swiss traditional costume. Donated by a local. 
Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Glass jar marked  "Massons extract". Donated by Parks Department, 

Monmouthshire District Council.

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Glass rummer, donated by a local.
Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Probably used for a doll. Donated by a local. 
Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Souvenir from Spain. Donated by a local. 
Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Souvenir made for Queen Elizabeth II's coronation in 1953, pale cream with 

full colour transfer print of the queen on front, flags on back and inside, gold 

decoration on rim and handle. Donated by a local. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

Caviar style Lumpfish roe jar. From Basil Jones donation. 

Generic object does not 

specifically contribute to local 

story

Cooking Pot. No information on donor or origin. 

Generic object does not 

specifically contribute to local 

story



Glass jar with coffee beans inside. From Basil Jones donation. 

Generic object does not 

specifically contribute to local 

story

Jar of 'Gentleman's relish'. From Basil Jones donation. 

Generic object does not 

specifically contribute to local 

story

Medicine or poison bottle inscribed "Not to be taken". On Bottom "10 76 

H." Found in Abergavenny by the Parks Department, no further info

Generic object does not 

specifically contribute to local 

story.

Donated by a local. Gardener's hand fork made of sheet iron. 7 tines. In bad 

condition. 

Generic object does not 

specifically contribute to local 

story. 

Donated by a local. One of a pair. Incomplete set. 

Generic object does not 

specifically contribute to local 

story. Duplicate in collection

Donated by a local. One of two donated by him. Used for stripping bark off 

tree, circular shaped blade attached to 2 wooden handles. 

Generic object does not 

specifically contribute to local 

story. Duplicate in collection

Fluted white cups. All are cracked. Wedgwood plain teacups with white with 

gilt edge on rim and handle. Donated by local shop (business not related to 

objects).

Generic object does not 

specifically contribute to local 

story. Poor display and 

engagement potential 

Donated by a person from outside Monmouthshire. 
Generic object from outside 

our collection area. 

Donated by a local. This object is cover in rust. 

Generic object in poor 

condition. Poor display and 

engagement potential 

Donated by a local.

Generic object that does not 

specifically contribute to local 

story. H&S risk due to battery 

having hazardous components.

Hazard signal lamp, yellow, complete. K.J.C.E is marked on the side. It has 3 

bull's eyes orange reflectors. which are surrounded with white paint. Yellow 

in colour. One side of the box opens for a candle to be inserted. 6 small 

ventilators. No donor information

Generic object, does not 

contribute to local story. Very 

similar example already in 

collection.

Donated by a local. Curd breaker, no stand or handle.

Generic object, duplicate in 

collection. No local connection 

beyond donor 

Tin of 'C.W.S., Pelaw Tile Polish'. Donated by a local. 

Generic object, no local 

significance or any relation to 

the donor's trade. 

Sign Caerleon1/4 Usk 8 1/4 Newport 3 1/4   Bulmore 1  Newbridge-on-usk 5 

Llantrissent 6. In poor condition, paint is peeling off part of its body. 

Generic object, poor  display 

and engagement potential 

Usk sign, metal. In poor condition, paint has lose intensity. 
Generic object, poor  display 

and engagement potential 



Pub sign made for the Skirrid inn, with image of a mountain and writing 

"Skirrid 1100 AD". Found in the barn of the maker's house, donated by a 

local. 

Generic object, poor  display 

and engagement potential. No 

proved local use.

Archaeological find of three ceramic plates, partially reconstructed, found in 

17 Neville Street, branded  "BEST GOODS". Poor condition. 

Generic object, without 

archaeological research 

potential. It’s a duplicate in the 

collection.

Archaeological find without any information related to it. Partially 

reconstructed. 

Generic object, without 

archaeological research 

potential. It’s a duplicate in the 

collection.

No information on donor or origin. 
Generic object. We have other 

duplicates in the collection.

No information on donor or origin. 
Generic object. We have other 

duplicates in the collection.

Two firebrick fragments found at Garnddyrys forge near Blaenavon. One is 

stamped "Hill Hampton&Co" with part of stamp broken off, the other is 

unmarked.

Incomplete brick fragments. 

Found locally, but as a 

complete example from this 

group is being kept, it was not 

thought necessary to keep all 

three as these two are poor 

examples.

Fragment of  'Thomas Bath'  bottle, stoneware originally ginger beer, from 

Thomas Bath (local brewery). Found in local garden

Incomplete, better example of 

object from this business in 

collection.

Curd breaker, spindle and wooden frame." Part of T1746. Local donor
Incomplete, little local story, 

better example of object in 

collection

From Flannel street. Bone handle carved

Item has no provenance, clear 

stratification or documentation 

with it, rendering it unusable 

for future investigation. 

Doll in welsh costume - black plastic hat, white small

lace trimmed red flannel overskirt, black and white

checked underskirt, lace pinafore, red flannel bag,

leek broach fastening shawl.

Local donor, generic Welsh 

dress with no local connection.

Biscuit tin contained 'McVities's Party Pieces' chocolate biscuits, target 

game on lid. Magnetic blocks included for tossing at target.

Local donor, no further local 

connection

Model of a train. Inside reads "Largest passenger locomotive in the world.  

290 tons weight."  One outer edge reads  "British Empire Exhibition London 

1924."  The other edge reads "Canadian National Railways". 

Local donor, no further local 

connection

Small copper funnel with brass hanging ring. No donor info, listed as a 

purchase. Handmade, purpose/use unknown

No donor info, no local 

connection



Harmonium/pipe organ and matching stool manufactured by 'Schiedmayer 

& Soehne'. Bought from Waddington & Sons Ltd. 29 & 31 City Road Cardiff. 

No further information

No donor or location 

connection. Instrument is not 

in usable condition.

No donor. Made of iron and shaped like a dog. Pull tail and mouth opens to 

crack a nut. Patent no. 273480. 
No donor, no local connection

Large cart wheel painted green and dark brown. No donor or further info.

No donor, no local connection, 

poor display and engagement 

potential

Gas heater with 4 columns and flat top, corroded. No further information

No donor, no local connection, 

poor display and engagement 

potential. Poor condition

Leather harness straps with metal chain for decoration.

No donor, no local connection, 

we have duplicates with clear 

donorship in our large saddlery 

collection.

Leather harness straps, 19th century.

No donor, no local connection, 

we have duplicates with clear 

donorship in our large saddlery 

collection.

Clay bowl, no donor. "FR" and Shield makers mark. No donor, no local connection.

No donor iron, metallic painted. Made by George Plumpton (Warrington, 

England). Joint rusted.
No donor, no local connection.

One of a pair of hand painted, turned round dishes. No donor. Wood is 

badly split in several places and varnish deteriorating.
No donor, no local connection.

One of a pair of hand painted, turned round dishes. No donor. Wood is 

badly split in several places and varnish deteriorating.
No donor, no local connection.

Potato ricer (hinged vegetable presser/masher) No donor, no local connection.

Steel blade, iron screw like pieces in blade, handle missing. No donor, no local connection.

Wooden photograph frame with ridged design and green velvet mount. The 

frame was once gilded. Missing back piece. Can't trace back to any 

photograph in our collection.

No donor, no local connection.

Alexander juice extractor with instruction booklet number 374 No donor, no local connection. 

Egg slicer. Blue paint on wooden handle chipped. Metal rusting on slicing 

mechanism. No donor
No donor, no local connection. 

Wooden brace, no donor.

No donor, no local connection. 

Multiple other braces in 

collection.

Tongs, iron, ornate decorations between handle and tip of tongs. 

No donor, no local connection. 

Multiple other tongs in 

collection.



Printing on box reads ' BRITISH MADE / REGD. DESIGN.  PATENTS PENDING'. 

Purchased from Market Hall, Abergavenny.

No donor, no local info aside 

from local place of purchase. 

Documents from inside box, 

which were relevant to our 

collection but unrelated to the 

box itself, have been kept.

No donor. Possibly missing parts, unconfirmed.

No donor, no local 

information. Duplicate - 

multiple draw knives in 

collection.

Lid covered in green "velvet/soft leather?". We don’t have the rest of the 

object. No information found. Green cover is torn and wear. 

No information, no local 

connection. Poor condition, 

poor display and engagement 

potential

Walking stick with nail in tip and crozier shaped handle, plain wood. Pencil 

writing on side of stick seems to read "castle inn farm" but hard to make 

out. 

No information. There is no 

evidence the writing has 

anything to do with 

provenance of object

Cloth halter with price tag. No donor or further info
No local connection, does not 

contribute to local story.

Tin of Vanner & Prest's superior harness composition- a water proof leather 

polish. No donor.

No local connection, duplicate 

of object already in collection. 

Poor condition.

 White metal case with blue glass liner. Cut away decoration to show blue 

glazed pottery liner. Brittania metal. Pierced holes in lid, small decoration on 

top.

No local connection, no donor 

information.

Cabinet, round, one door with knob handle, with inset marble top. No donor 

information

No local connection, no donor 

information.

No donor. Iron, ornate decorations on tongs part, lock missing.
No local connection, no donor 

information.

Engraved with flower design on 1 side. No further information

No local connection, poor 

display and engagement 

potential

Fluted green glass carafe or vase

No local connection, poor 

display and engagement 

potential

Medicine blue glass jar, labelled "CANTH", probably to hold Cantharis: a 

homeopathic remedy obtained from the insect Lytta vesicatoria ; common 

names are Spanish fly or blister beetle.

No local connection, poor 

display and engagement 

potential

Table in 2 parts, turned centre stand with 3 legs, triangular base. Currently 

on loan to Newtown Textile  museum. No donor information

No local connection, poor 

display and engagement 

potential

Neatsfoot Compound, Blended - non-edible, VP Trade Mark, For Harness &c, 

Vanner & Prest Great Dunmow Essex, Proprietors Carr & Day & Martin Ltd, 

contents 20 fluid ounces, Made in England. Neatsfoot oil is used as a 

conditioning, softening and preservative agent for leather.

No local connection, we have 

duplicates or similar products. 

Likely donated from local 

saddlers, but unconfirmed.



Labelled 'Polivit, the perfect silver cleaner'  with directions, c. 1950. Non-

local donor. 

No local connection. Generic, 

mass produced item.

17 iron objects, no donor. Objects are a cast iron fender, cast iron grate, 

some cast iron tools heads with hafting holes, cast iron splitting wedges, 

cast iron pins with ring, cast iron tools bits, and two unknown cast iron tools 

(roughly rectangular with a single channel cut into each one)

No local significance 

A sheep, a goat, and a cow. No donor. No local significance 

Box with metal catch and hinges, lid broken. No local significance 

Brass with three fixing pins. No donor. No local significance 

Chemist's bottle labelled "SP CAMPH" , probably held Camphor. No 

information on donor or origin. 
No local significance 

Coarse pottery, marked on the bottom "FR" within a ring of leafs. No local significance 

Display basket for Windsor Gorse soaps. Dianthus, Fern, Lavender by Robert 

Windsor 
No local significance 

Glass jar labelled "POT: IODID". No donor information. No local significance 

Lady shaver 'Remington 60' in box with flex with attached plug and two 

sided cleaning brushes, no donor. No local significance 

Metal tool with a square key wrench and a level. No local significance 

No donor. No local significance 

No donor. No local significance 

No donor. No local significance 

No donor. No local significance 

No donor. No local significance 

No donor. No local significance 

No donor. No local significance 

No donor. No local significance 

No donor. No local significance 

No donor. No local significance 

No donor. No local significance 

No donor. Made by S.Kay, Stockport. No local significance 

No information on donor or origin. No local significance 

No information on donor or origin. No local significance 

No information on donor or origin. No local significance 

No information on donor or origin. No local significance 

No information on donor or origin. No local significance 

No information on donor or origin. No local significance 

No information on donor or origin. Possibly a rack or a grill. In poor 

condition. 
No local significance 



Portable kettle brand 'The Wasp'. No donor. No local significance 

Saw with 2 wooden handles, blade very corroded. No donor information. No local significance 

Saw with wooden handle and corroded blade. No information on donor or 

origin. 
No local significance 

Small rectangular display case with a lock. No local significance 

Table, folding, box-like appearance when folded, 'W. Scott & Sons patent'. No local significance 

Tea pot stand decorated with grapes, plums and leaves design and straw 

edging. Donated by a local. 
No local significance 

These fragments are not from any of the dolls in our collection. No donor. No local significance 

Tin of CWS cream crackers in poor condition. No local significance 

Two long stands. No information on donor or origin. No local significance 

Find from Abergavenny Orchard Site excavations, 1972-73. Small fragments 

of bricks with pieces of mortar.

Material is in poor condition, 

and is not usable for research 

purposes. No display or 

engagement potential

Possibly donated by a local, inconclusive. No further local info

No specific contribution to 

local story. Poor display and 

engagement potential.

Sausage box. Donor donated a mincer stored in this box. Box bears no 

further relation to the mincer.

Non local donor, no further 

information. Does not 

contribute to local story. 

Appears to simply have been 

packaging for the mincer.

 A Jack-Gauge used for turning millstones. Wooden handle with wide head, 

a hole through the middle and an iron casing round the outside. A large, 

round-headed screw on the top. A flat-headed screw at the end of the 

handle. Donated from mill outside county. Missing a part. Heavily eaten by 

woodworm.

Non-local donor, came from 

mill outside the county

Knife, possibly a table knife. Engraving on blade - G R and crown; Rogers & 

Sons. Bone handle, iron blade, steel ferule at the end of the handle. 

Donated from mill outside the county.

Non-local donor, came from 

mill outside the county

Spanner. Donated from mill outside the county.
Non-local donor, came from 

mill outside the county

Small portable sewing machine. Donated from outside county.
Non-local donor, no local 

connection.

Generic representation of a Scotsman. Doll's costume is stained with dry 

glue.

Object in poor condition, no 

local significance.

Two plates decorated with multi coloured pieces of broken pottery and 

marbles. Donated by a local. 

Object in poor condition. Poor 

display and engagement 

potential 

3 lumps of French burr stone from Lower Mill, Govilon, 1972. Object in poor 

condition, it have lost any identification features of a mill stone. 

Object is in fragments, better 

examples from the area in 

collection.



Butter churn, lid and handle 
Only a small part of the butter 

churn, in poor condition. 

Piece of wood related to A1959.1, Longcase Clock. Part shows woodworm 

damage.

Part is not visually related to 

the clock, in poor condition. 

Wooden sack barrow, probably handmade. Part of large Basil Jones' shop 

collection.

Part of Basil Jones collection. 

Not in great condition, low 

display and engagement 

potential.

Cider Press: Made by George Cindrey, Alveston near Bristol, c. 1860. The 

cider press was owned by local person in Little Bush, Earlswood. It travelled 

around the Chepstow rural area, Llanfair Discoed, Llanvaches, Shirenewton 

etc. during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. It was used during the 

1940/45 war, at Little Bush, Earlswood. Poor condition, too large and heavy 

to safety manipulate. 

Poor condition, beyond our 

resources and ability to care 

for in the long term. Needs to 

go to a museum more 

equipped to do so.

Saddlery item, possibly from Williams and Sons Saddlers. Rubber part dried 

and cracked.

Poor condition, duplicate - we 

have similar items already in 

our large saddlery collection.

Saddlery item, possibly from Williams and Sons Saddlers. The leather is dry 

and cracked in some parts. 

Poor condition, duplicate - we 

have similar items already in 

our large saddlery collection.

From Williams & Sons Saddlers. The leather has cracked and become rigid. 

Poor condition, duplicate item - 

similar objects already in our 

large saddlery collection.

Saddlery item from Williams & Sons Saddlers. Leather has dry and cracked.

Poor condition,duplicate - 

similar items from same donor 

already in our large saddlery 

collection.

Road sign. Rogiet is a village between Caldicot and Magor. No donor 

information. The paint on the sign has faded. 

Poor engagement potential. 

Road signs already in 

collection.

Flannel street F30 & F45 Unsorted Post-Medieval pottery 

The material has no clear 

stratification or documentation 

with it, rendering it unusable 

for future investigation. 

Flannel street Mixed material 

The material has no clear 

stratification or documentation 

with it, rendering it unusable 

for future investigation. 



Flannel street Unstratified finds.

The material has no clear 

stratification or documentation 

with it, rendering it unusable 

for future investigation. 

Tiles, Flannel Street Abergavenny excavations 1962-69 

The material has no clear 

stratification or documentation 

with it, rendering it unusable 

for future investigation. 

Pieces of Wood unknown site "Caldicot"

The material has no clear 

stratification or documentation 

with it. Additionally, material is 

in poor condition. Not usable 

for research purposes.

Brick from a house. Made in Pontypool. 

The material has no 

provenance or documentation 

with it, rendering it unusable 

for future investigation. No 

local connection. 

Water mill c.1960 Stone Roof Tiles. 
Unknown material. No 

documentation relating to it. 






























































































































